In this paper we present three characterizations of Tauberian operators in terms of: perturbations by compact operators, products with other operators, and restrictions to subspaces. We obtain also analogous characterizations for co-Tauberian operators and for other semigroups of operators related with the Tauberian and co-Tauberian ones.
Introduction
Tauberian operators, studied by Kalton and Wilansky [9] , appear in different situations: summability [3] , factorization of operators [1, 11] , preservation of isomorphic properties of Banach spaces [11] , equivalence between RadonNikodym property and Krein-Milman property [15] , and generalized Fredholm operators [17, 18] . Recently Neidinger and Rosenthal [12] have obtained characterizations of Tauberian operators in terms of the closedness of images of closed sets.
In this paper we present characterizations of Tauberian operators and of other semigroups of operators studied in [4, 5] , formally analogous in some sense to the class of Tauberian operators. We prove that an operator T e L{X, Y) is Tauberian if and only if for every compact operator K e L(X, Y) the kernel N(T + K) is reflexive; or for every Banach space Z and A e L(Z ,X), TA weakly compact implies A weakly compact; of for every subspace M of X, if the restriction TiM is compact, then M is reflexive. For co-Tauberian operators, i.e. operators whose conjugate is Tauberian [17] , we give dual characterizations: the cokernel Y/R(T + K) is reflexive for every compact operator K; or for every Banach space Z and 5 e L(Y, Z), BT weakly compact implies 5 weakly compact; or for every subspace N of Y, if qN is the quotient map onto Y/N and qN T is compact, then Y/N is reflexive.
We also give analogous characterizations for the other semigroups, whose definitions are given below, and prove that the operators belonging to the semigroups preserve some isomorphic properties of Banach spaces in a similar manner as Tauberian operators.
For an operator ideal V, the space ideal Sp(K) is the class of all Banach spaces X whose identity Ix is in V, the dual operator ideal V is the class of operators K such that K* is in V, and Sp(P^) = {X/X* e Sp(F)} [13] .
Let U be one of the operator ideals Co, WCo, Ro, CC, and WCC of all compact, weakly compact, Rosenthal, completely continuous, and weakly completely continuous operators, respectively. Note that Sp({7) is, respectively, the class of all finite-dimensional, reflexive, without copies of /, , Schur or weakly sequentially complete Banach spaces.
In [4] and [5] we define two semigroups SU+ and SU_ of operators (whose definitions will be given below) such that SCo+ and SCo_ coincide with the classes SF+ and SF of upper and lower semi-Fredholm operators and they are contained in SU+ and SU_ , respectively. Also SWCo+ coincides with the class of all Tauberian operators [9, 12] , and SCC+ with the class of all operators preserving mere Cauchy sequences considered in [10] . Moreover for T in SU+ (SU_) we have N(T) e Sp{U) (Y/RJJ) e Sp{Ud)), and T + K is in SU+ (SU_) for every operator K in U (U ). In this way SU+ and SU_ can be seen as classes of "generalized" semi-Fredholm operators, with the operator ideals U and U acting as perturbation classes and the corresponding space ideals replacing the finite-dimensional spaces of classical Fredholm theory.
Given Banach spaces X, Y, L(X, Y) will denote the set of all (continuous linear) operators from X into Y; and T* e L(Y* ,X*) the conjugate operator of TeL{X,Y).
Recall that T belongs to Co (resp., WCo, Ro) if T maps bounded sequences onto sequences which have a convergent (resp., weakly convergent, weak Cauchy) subsequence.
T belongs to CC (resp., WCC) if T maps weakly Cauchy sequences onto convergent (resp., weakly convergent) subsequences.
T belongs to SCo+ (resp., SWCo+, SRo+) if every bounded sequence (xn) in X such that (Txn) is convergent (resp., weakly convergent, weak Cauchy) has a convergent (resp., weakly convergent, weak Cauchy) subsequence.
T belongs to SCC+ (SWCC+) if every weak Cauchy sequence (xn) in X such that (Txn) converges (weakly converges) is convergent (weakly convergent).
For U e {Co, WCo, Ro, CC, WCC}, T belongs to SU_ if the conjugate operator T* eL{Y\X*) belongs to SU+ .
The main results
A remarkable characterization of semi-Fredholm operators (see [7; 6.12.4] Proof, (a) If T e SU+ then we have that N{T + K) e Sp( (7) for every KeU The case U = Co is the result for upper semi-Fredholm operators mentioned above.
In the remaining cases, if the operator does not belong to SU+, we shall obtain a basic sequence (xn) in X which is bounded and bounded away from 0 (i.e. 0 < a < \\xn\\ < b for some real numbers a,b) and \\Txn -y\\ converges to 0 for some y e Y. The associated sequence of coefficient functionals of (xn) is bounded. Taking a bounded sequence (fn) in X* of extensions of these functionals and passing (if necessary) to a subsequence, we can suppose \\Tx" -yll ll/J < 2~"; then Ax '■= Hfn(x)(Txn -y) defines a compact operator. Moreover (T-A)xn =y for every n , and so (T-A) is a one-dimensional operator in the subspace generated by (xn ), which can be extended to a one-dimensional operator L from X into Y. Then K := A + L is compact and N(T -K) contains the subspace generated by (xn), and this will show that N(T -K) does not belong to Sp(U).
Case U = WCo. Suppose T is not Tauberian, i.e. T does not belong to SWCo+ . Then there exists a nonrelatively weakly compact, bounded set A in X such that T(A) is relatively compact [9; Theorem 3.2], and by the Eberlein Smulian theorem we can find a bounded sequence (xn) in A without weakly convergent subsequences such that (TxJ converges to y e Y. By a result of Kadec and Pelczynski (see [16; p. 53]) (xn) has a basic subsequence, which we also denote with (xn),and ||7/xn-y|| converges to zero. Since (xn) has no weakly convergent subsequences we conclude that N(T -K) is not reflexive.
Case U = CC. Suppose T is not in SCC+ . Then there exists a weakly convergent sequence (xn ) in X without convergent subsequences, such that ( Txn ) is convergent. Let x be the weak limit of (xn). Clearly (Txn) converges to Tx. Then yn := xn -x defines a weakly null and bounded away from zero sequence, such that (Tyn) converges to 0. Now, by using the Bessaga Pelczynski selection principle (see [2; p. 42]), we can find a basic subsequence of (yn) and construct a compact operator K such that N(T -K) is not Schur because (yn) is weakly convergent but not convergent.
Case U = Ro. If T is not in SRo+ , then we can find a bounded sequence (xn) in X without weakly Cauchy subsequences such that ( Txn ) is weakly Cauchy.
By Rosenthal characterization of Banach spaces containing no copies of /, [14] , we can suppose (xn) equivalent to the /, basis. Then yn := x2n-x2n_x is also equivalent to the lx basis and (Tyn) converges weakly to 0. Now we can find a sequence of integer numbers i x < ■ ■ ■ < in < ■ ■ ■ and a sequence of convex combinations z" := á¡ , ,y¡' .. +-h a, x. such that (Tz ) converges (in n ¡n + i-'in + i ;"+i in+\ \ n' " » norm) to 0; since (zn) is still equivalent to the /, basis, N(T -K) contains a subspace isomorphic to lx.
Case U -WCC. If T is not in SWCC+ , then there exists a weakly Cauchy sequence {xn) in X without weakly convergent subsequences such that (Txn) converges weakly to some y e Y. As in the case U = Ro we construct a sequence of convex combinations (zn) of (xn) suchthat (zn) is weakly Cauchy without weakly convergent subsequences and (Tzn-y) converges to 0. Hence N(T -K) is not weakly sequentially complete. For the converse recall that U/R(T) is in Sp(Ud) if and only if its dual space N(T*) is in Sp(U). Suppose T does not belong to SU_ ; then T* does not belong to SU+ . We shall show that, applying to T* the method followed in (a), we can obtain a conjugate compact operator K = L*.
We shall use the following result of Johnson and Rosenthal [8; Remark 3.1]: Given a sequence (fn) in Y* with 0 a weak* cluster point of (fn) and 0 < limsup||/J| < oo, then (fn) has a basic subsequence (gm) such that if (Fm) is the (bounded) sequence of coefficient functionals of (gm) in the dual of the space M generated by (gm) and / from Y into M* is defined by (Ix)(f) -f(x) for all f e M and x e Y, then IY includes the closed subspace generated by (Fm). In particular we can find a bounded sequence (xm) in Y such that g¡(Xj) = ôij. Now if (hn) is a bounded and bounded away from 0 basic sequence in Y* suchthat \\T*hn-g\\ converges to 0 for some g e X*, then (hn) has a weak* cluster point h and T*h = g since the unit ball of Y* is weak* compact. Let fn := hn-h . We observe that (fn) has the same subsequence properties as (hn) in each case. Applying the result of Johnson and Rosenthal we obtain a basic subsequence (gm) for which there exists a biorthogonal sequence (xn) in Y ; then the compact operator K defined by Kf := 2^f(xm)T*gm is the conjugate of the operator L e Co(X, Y) given by Lx := £ gm{Tx)xm , and N(T* -K*) includes the subspace generated by (gn) ■ This shows that N(T* -K*) does not belong to Sp{U) ; hence Y/R(T + K) is not in Sp{Ud). Observation 1. It is an easy consequence of the definitions that the operator ideals considered in the paper are related as follows:
CocWConCC, WCocRonWCC, CCcWCC.
From Theorem 1 it is immediate that the inclusions obtained changing the operator ideal U by the corresponding semigroup SU+ (or SU_ ) are true.
Next we present the algebraic characterizations of the semigroups. Given a (closed) subspace M of X, iM will denote the inclusion of M into X, and qM the quotient map onto X/M. Theorem 2. Suppose Ue{Co, WCo, CC, Ro, WCC} and T e L(X, Y). Proof, (a) Case U = WCo. If T is Tauberian and TA e WCo, then for every bounded sequence (zn) in Z the sequence (TAzn) has a weakly convergent subsequence. By the definition of Tauberian operator, (Azn) must have a weakly convergent subsequence; hence A e WCo. In particular for A = iM we obtain L e WCo, hence M reflexive since the operator ideal WCo is injective [13] .
Conversely, if TiM e WCo implies M reflexive, it is clear that the same is true for T + K with K e Co; in particular N(T + K) is reflexive for every K e Co, and then we derive from Theorem 1 that T is Tauberian; i.e.
T e SWCo+.
In the other cases the proof is analogous. Note that all the operator ideals considered in the theorem are injective [13] .
(b) Case U = WCo. If T e SWCo_ and BT e WCorf -WCo, then T* is Tauberian and T*B* e WCo. As in (a) we have 5* e WCo, and so 5 e WCo as well. In particular, for 5 = qN we obtain qN e WCo, hence Y/N is reflexive since WCo is surjective [13] . Conversely, if qNT e WCo implies Y/N reflexive, then the same is true for T + K for every compact operator K . So Y/R(T + K) is reflexive for every K, and from Theorem 1 we conclude T e SWCo_ . The other cases are analogous. Note that U is surjective for all the operator ideals considered in this theorem [13] .
Observation 2. In [5] we considered two other operator ideals defined in terms of the weak* convergence in dual spaces.
T belongs to Gr : Grothendieck operators (resp., Cd : condensed operators) if T* maps weak* convergent sequences onto weak convergent sequences (resp., sequences with weakly Cauchy subsequences). Note that Sp(Cd) and Sp(Gr) are the classes of all Banach spaces with no quotient isomorphic to c0 [6; Theorem 2.1] and Grothendieck Banach spaces, respectively.
The proof of part (b) in the above theorems can be adapted to the semigroups SGr_ and SCd_ defined as follows: T belongs to SGr_ (resp., SCd_) if every w*-convergent sequence (fn) in Y* such that (T*fn) is w;-convergent (resp., u;-Cauchy), has a ^-convergent (resp., iu-Cauchy) subsequence. Note that for these operator ideals the definition of SU+ given for the other semigroups has no sense.
We obtain for T e L{X, Y) and U e {Gr, Cd} that the following conditions A remarkable property of Tauberian operators is the preservation of some isomorphic properties of Banach spaces: If there exists a Tauberian operator T e L(X, Y) and Y is reflexive, does not contain /, or c0 , or is weakly sequentially complete, then X has the same property (for these and other related results see [11; p. 94] ). We shall show that the semigroups SU+ and SU_ also preserve some isomorphic properties. Proof, (a) If Y e Sp(U) then T = TIX e U, and so Ix e U, i.e. X e Sp(U).
The proof of (b) is analogous.
